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THE ADMINISTRATION'S FAMILY ASSISTANCE PLAN--BRIEF ANALYSIS OF SELECTED
ISSUES RELATING TO WORK INCENTIVES

Commentators and politicians at all levels of government are

uniformly condemning the current welfare system as a "mess" and in

need of "reform." Why it is a "mess" and what should be the nature

of its "reform" does not invoke such unanimity of opinion. The Com-

mittee on Ways and Means in reporting out the Family Assistance Act

of 1970 quoted the President's welfare message to the Congress:

"The present welfare system has failed us--it has fostered
family breakup, has provided very little help in many States

*and has even deepened dependency by all too often making it
more attractive to go on welfare than to go to work.

"I propose a new approach that will make it more attractive
to go to work than to go on welfare, and will establish a
nation-wide minimum payment to dependent families with
children." [House Report 91-904, p. 1]

1/
The Committee bill which subsequently passed the House but died in

the Senate contained the following basic provisions which were generally

the same as the President's plan:

(1) A new basic Federal family assistance plan, with federally
assisted State supplementation, for poor families with children
in place of the present program of aid to families with dependent
children, but including for the first time coverage of poor
families regardless of the work status of the father (the States
would not be required to supplement payments to the working poor);

1/ The Ways and Means Committee family assistance bill of the 91st Congress
has been reintroduced in the 92nd Congress by Chairman Wilbur D. Mills
and the ranking minority member, John W. Byrnes, as H.R. 1.
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(2) Requirements that, as a prerequisite to receipt of
benefits, every adult in the assisted families (including the
adult already working) register at the employment office for
work or training (except mothers with preschool children
and persons who are ill or of advanced age), or sign up for
vocational rehabilitation if handicapped;

(3) Uniform, nation-wide, eligibility requirements and
payment procedures, both for the basic Federal family
assistance plan and the State supplementary payments [House
Report, p. 2].

Although considerable opposition to the Family Assistance Plan (FAP) is

based on the view that it does not go far enough in terms of a Federal

minimum payment, most of the opposition to the plan has come from those

who argue that adding millions of people to the welfare rolls--principally

the addition of the families of the working poor, and those of unemployed

fathers in the approximately 30 States which have not exercised their

option of such coverage under existing law--is not welfare "reform" but

welfare "expansion." They further maintain that the work incentive aspects

of the proposal are such that in reality a guaranteed annual income is

provided, which is not the "workfare" program claimed by the President.

The brief discussion which follows will be limited to two major

and interrelated issues: the payment level provided in the plan. as

related to the problem of a work incentive. Other issues concerning the

program such as the work requirement, the employment and manpower training

programs, are beyond the scope of this paper, as well as a discussion of

_.,
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what role the existing or proposed welfare programs play or will play

in family break-up and migration from the South. For a more detailed

discussion of the basic subject matter of this report, reference is made

to two other multiliths prepared by this Service, (1) Cash Incentives to

Work Under Welfare Program, 70-136 ED, May 20, 1974 which is an analysis

of the bill as passed by the House, and (2) Monetary Work Incentives

Under the Original and Revised (June) Family Assistance Proposals as

Illustrated in TablesPrepared by the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare, 70-183 ED, July 21, 1970.

Payment Adequacy vs. Work Incentive

Probably one of the most crucial and least understood problems of

welfare "reform" is how to develop a system which will carry out the

almost universally agreed objective of making work more economically

advantageous than the receipt of welfare payments. In his message to

Congress on FAP, President Nixon stated:

We fully expect people to follow their self-interest
in their business dealings; why should we be surprised
when people follow their self-interest in their welfare
dealings? That is why we propose a [Family Assistance]
plan in which it is in the interest of every employable
person to do his fair share of work.
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Making this ideal a reality, however, is difficult because of a

number of paradoxical situations. Perhaps the most important is the

conflict between payment adequacy and an effective work incentive--both

from the aspect of how much the Government can or should spend for

welfare and the effect high welfare payments have on the willingness

of recipients to take existing jobs. The Administration struggled with

the problems of designing a program which both provided an adequate

benefit level for those who cannot work and also an adequate incentive

for work for those who can. The proposal adopted was an acknowledged

compromise between these two social objectives in a context of budget

restraints. The $1600 basic annual Federal benefit for a family of four

which allows family earnings of $3920 a year before all benefits disappear

(the so-called breakeven point), plus a required supplementary program

for those States whose AFDC programulevels exceed the basic Federal

benefits is estimated to involve additional first year costs of about

$3 billion over existing Federal welfare program expenditures. The Ways

and Means report states that the committee

...considered the basic elements affecting the cost and

coverage of plans like the family assistance plan. These
elements are: (1) the amount of benefit provided to a
family with no other income (the basic benefit level);
(2) the rate at which this benefit level is reduced by the
presence of earnings (the disregard formula or marginal tax

1/ The breakeven points for the supplementary programs for a family of
four range for a majority of States from $4000 to $6000. See Appendix

ACl) for State by State breakdown.
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rate); and (3) the level of family income at which it is no
longer eligible.for any benefit (the breakeven point). Any
two of these elements determine the third. They thus also
Determine the cost of the plan and the number of eligible
families.

Raising the basic benefit level is consistent with the
desire to provide more adequate support for those families
who have no other means of support. Increasing it $100,
however, and keeping other parts of the family assistance plan
the same, raises the family breakeven point.by $200, increases
the cost by $500 million and the number of eligible families
by 300 thousand. The cost of such increases in general gets
progressively higher; i.e. each additional $100 in the basic
benefit costs.more than the preceding one.

Raising the marginal tax rate, thereby lowering the break-
even point, is consistent with the desire to reduce costs and
prevent families with moderately higher incomes from becoming
eligible for benefits. But it is inconsistent with the
desire to provide positive financial incentive for work.
[House Report, pp. 48-49]

Moreover, although a high earnings disregard has gained wide acceptance

as wise social policy, it has been questioned by a growing number of

governmental officials who have watched and felt the impact of its actual

operation. A number of Governors and welfare administrators during the

Finance Committee hearings criticized the earnings disregard in the

Social Security Amendments of 1967 because of high levels of earnings that

were possible with continued-eligibility for welfare and the real and potential

extension of welfare eligibility because of its provisions.1/ A concomitant

1/ Appendix A(2) gives a State by State table of breakeven points under the
AFDC program for a family of four.
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problem of work incentive in the existing welfare program (and also

present in the Family Assistance proposal because of its requirement of

providing supplementary benefits up to the level of existing AFDC programs)

is the situation in many States where there is little differential between

the welfare standard level in the jurisdiction and the prevailing take

home pay of unskilled and semi-skilled employment.1 /

The question can be raised under both existing law and the proposed

Family Assistance program--where will people's "self-interest" lead

them in these situations? Perhaps the simplest answer from a work

incentive viewpoint would be a lower benefit level. But this immediately

raises the issue of payment adequacy for those recipients who are unable

to work.

Incentives for Reduction of Work Effort

A point which bothered the Committee on Finance was the incentive

that the FAP proposal seemed to provide for a low-income worker to reduce

employment activity so as to qualify for higher combined benefits and

earnings as an unemployed father. The original Administration bill, and the

House-passed proposal, required the States to supplement the basic Federal

payment for families in which the father was unemployed. Under the

1/ See Appendix B(l) for State by State listing of AFDC welfare standards in

terms of monthly amount and in terms of an hourly wage rate based on a

40 hour week. This appendix also shows the increase in AFDC standards

which has taken place between January 1967 and October 
1970. See Appendix

B(2) which indicates that the median hourly wage rates for welfare mothers

graduating from WIN was $2.03.in six survey States. 
In none of these

relatively high-income high-welfare standard States 
was this wage sufficient

to get a family of four off the rolls, although in the 
thirteen lowest

standard States it was.
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Administration's proposal, however, there was no requirement for the

coverage of the full-time working poor under the State supplementary

program. In questioning of Administration witnesses before the Finance

Committee, it was pointed out that a man working full-time might be less

well-off than an individual who reduced his work efforts so as to fall

within the definition of unemployed, and thus qualify under the State

1/supplementary program.- This would appear to be a definite work

disincentive feature of the legislation.Z! In response to these objections,

stated at the hearings last spring, the Administration had two major

options: (1) requiring that the working poor be covered under the

State supplementary programs, or (2) eliminating the coverage of

unemployed father families under the State supplementary program. In

either way, equal treatment of the male-headed working poor families and

the unemployed father families would be achieved. Secretary Richardson

stated that budget restraints precluded coverage of the working poor

under the supplementary program because of the additional cost of a billion

dollars a year and,in the June revision of the bill, the Administration

chose the second alternative. However, in the subsequent hearings, the

1/ The current Federal regulation defining this term would allow a State
to include fathers if they worked less than 35 hours a week under their
unemployed father-AFDC program. States would have the option of making

the definition stricter but no families could be excluded who had fathers
who worked less than 30 hours a week.

2/ In Appendix C there are a number of specific examples of how reduction of
work activity might result in a more favorable financial situation for
the family under both FAP and AFDC.
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Administration was criticized for this deliberalization of the coverage

of existing law whereby some 450,000 welfare recipients in unemployed

father families would have lost benefits or had them reduced. Secretary

Richardson then stated that it might be desirable to have some kind of

"grandfather clause" to protect these individuals. The October revision

included such a grandfather clause. On the floor of the Senate, however,

the Administration supported the Bennett-Ribicoff amendment which returned

to the original House provision which called for mandatory coverage of all

unemployed father families.

The Earnings Disregard

The welfare system has often been criticized for providing a 100

percent tax rate on the earnings of recipients, i.e., that for every

dollar of earnings a dollar of benefit would be lost. This has not been

true of the AFDC program since the Social Security Amendments of 1967,

however, when a specific income disregard of $30 a month plus one-third

of the remaining earnings was provided in the law. Even previous to this

time, moreover, there were two elements in the system which in certain

States provided substantial work incentives: (1) the mandatory requirement

on the States to disregard work expenses which was enacted in 1962, and (2)

the situation existing in about 22 States which did not meet their full standard

of need but allowed recipients to earn an amount up to this standard

without payment reduction.
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The Administration's welfare proposal attempted to replace all

these eleme:ts with a uniform and presumably a more liberal earnings

disregard. However, it became apparent during the Finance Committee's

consideration that, in a number of jurisdictions and in certain cir-

cumstances, the work incentives under the new proposals were less

liberal than under existing law. This was due'in some cases to the

fact that under existing law the AFDC work expense allowance, taken

together with the $30 a month total disregard, was more liberal than

the uniform disregard allowed under FAP of $60 a month which represented

"the average amount of work related expenses as determined by studies

of the Department of Labor" (House Report, p. 49). Moreover, in the House-

passed bill, the combined disregard for persons receiving both FAP and the

State supplementary program drops from $1 for every $3 of earnings to $1

for every $5 of earnings at the point where the FAP portion of the payment

is exhausted (the FAP breakeven point of $3920). The present disregard for

AFDC, on the other hand, stays at $1 for every $3 throughout the entire

earnings range after the initial disregard.l/ It should be noted that FAP

benefits for the working poor--which do not require State supplementation--

are reduced on a $1 for $2 of earnings basis.

1/ It should also be noted that as a work incentive feature, the June and
October revisions of the Administration bill and the Ribicoff-Bennett
Amendment provide a $1 for $3 disregard throughout the entire earnings
range.
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Also, in an attempt to establish a uniform disregard of earnings

throughout the country and do away with certain anomalies such as the

so-called "galloping supplemental" where the supplemental plan benefits

go up rather than down when earnings increase, the Administration's

June revision would have prohibited States from disregarding income

between actual welfare payments and their standards of need.- Questioning

of Secretary Richardson before the Finance Committee in July, indicated

that this change would cause a substantial deliberalization of payments

for families with earnings in the 22 States which did not meet full

need.Z Estimates presented by the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare at the hearings were that about 1-1/2 million persons would

face a reduction in welfare payments as a result of this provision. The

Administration stated in the hearings in July that the solution was to

"grandfather" existing welfare families under such State programs for a

2-year period but go to the uniform system for new families added to

the rolls in the future. The October revision reflected this approach,

but the Ribicoff-Bennett floor proposal in December seemed to go back to

the philosophy of the House bill in this area which protects the rather

substantial disregards which exist in States that do not pay their full

standard of need in AFDC.

'/-For a brief discussion of the operation of the "galloping supplemental"
see Secretary Richardson in the Senate Hearings, pages 520 and 521. In
Appendix D is an excerpt from a multilith of the Congressional Research
Service which gives a description of how the disregards are applied in
States that do not pay up to full need both under the existing law and
the House FAP bill. A description of the operation of the "galloping
supplemental" is also included in this material.

2/ See Appendix E which contains two charts prepared by the Staff of the
Committee on Finance showing the results of various levels of earnings in
the 22 States which do not pay up to their full standard of need.
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Effects of Other Social Welfare Programs on Work Incentives

Probably the other crucial factor in the Finance Committee's problems

with the work incentive aspects of the Family Assistance program was the

development of materials showing the effect of earnings in a context

of entitlement to other social welfare programs and not just cash

welfare alone.

During Finance Committee consideration, Senator John Williams of

Delaware had the Department of HEW prepare a number of charts which showed

the effects of earnings both under existing law and the Family Assistance

plan in terms of total benefit--both cash and in-kind--when you consider

Federal, State and local taxes and entitlement to food stamps, commodity

distribution, public housing, and medicaid. The presentation of these

materials in the hearings before the Finance Committee in late April

resulted in a decision to postpone further hearings. Chairman Long stated:

"It has been the decision of the Committee, after consulting

with the Secretary and his assistants, that the Committee
will recess this hearing, subject to the call of the Chair.
The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare has agreed to

coordinate an effort among the Executive Departments concerned

with income maintenance programs to devise an overall plan
for welfare reform which will take account of benefits such as

public housing, food stamps, etc., which are made available to

low income families. When this plan is submitted to the
Committee, it will be published. We will then proceed with

the bill and the various suggestions that might be made, further
exploring and meshing with the welfare program everything that
is being done under other Federal programs and other State
programs."
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The charts which Senator Williams presented illustrated both problems

of a low rate of return for working and out-right "notches." (A "notch"

is a place at which an amount of earnings actually results in a decrease in

total income and benefits.) Thus the Committee was confronted not only

with situations where earnings of -$3 or $4 only increased the recipients

financial situation by $1, but also with situations where earnings

actually resulted in less money and benefits than if the individual had

not worked at all. The latter was primarily true because a number of

the in-kind programs are structured on a flat basis in which an individual

receives the full benefit if his income is below a specified level but no

benefit at all if his income is above that level.

In coming up with the June revision of the bill, the Administration

focused on elimination of the "notches." With respect to food programs,

it reaffirmed the long-standing commitment of present and previous

Administrations to eliminate the commodity distribution program entirely,

replacing it with the food stamp programs. (Specifically a goal was set

to have the commodity distribution program "almost wholly out of existence

by the end of the first year of operation of Family Assistance.") With

respect to the food stamp program itself, the Administration announced its

intention of smoothing "the stamp schedule by administrative action: so that

no work disincentive 'notch' remains."
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With respect to medical assistance, the Administration promised to

submit by february of 1971 a legislative proposal to replace the present

medicaid program with a medical insurance program for low-income families.

Unlike medicaid with its flat entitlement to full benefits up to a certain

level of income and no entitlement thereafter, the medical insurance

program would provide a graduated scale of net benefits by requiring

participants to pay premiums which would vary according to income.

The Administration proposed to modify the work incentive effects

of public housing through its recommendations in the proposed Housing

Act of 1970. This proposal would have established a uniform national

rental policy for public housing under which rents would generally be

determined as a percentage of family income thus eliminating the "notch"

effects of flat benefits with a single cut-off level.

The Administration's June proposal also provided that earned income

for purposes of the program would be based on net earnings after payment

of Federal income taxes since "this change will result in a lower total

reduction or marginal tax rate on earnings and increases in work incentives."

This provision, however, was not included in the October revision or the

Rib icof f-Bennett amendment.
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To demonstrate the effects of their new proposals, the Administration

submitted on June 11 a series of tables comparable to those earlier

provided at Senator Williams' request with respect to the original House-

passed version of H.R. 16311. These tables showed that while the

"notches" had generally been eliminated by the new proposals, the monetary

work incentives at lower earnings levels had been sharply reduced below

those in present law and the House-passed FAP bill. Under questioning

during the July hearings on the bill, the Administration's witnesses

acknowledged that this reduction of work incentives at these levels

would occur under their proposals but argued that such a reduction was

unavoidable if "notches" were to be removed. It would appear that, in

making its new proposals, the Administration felt constrained, on the one

hand, to maintain present levels of benefits under the various programs

and, on the other hand, to avoid any substantial increase in program costs.

Given these constraints, it seems that the impact of work incentives

(or disincentives) can be shifted from one point to another or spread

more evenly but that no overall change in the extent of such incentives

can be achieved. A graphic illustration of the incentive, or lack of

incentive, for low-income work under the June proposal was prepared by

1/
the staff of the Finance Committee.-

1 It is printed in the Appendix F with rebuttal material prepared by
the Department of HEW.
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In commenting on this material, the following colloquy took place

between Chairman Long and Secretary Richardson which pointed up some

of the competing considerations in the design of a work incentive:

The Chairman. Now, Mr. Secretary, here these people,
of course, are not likely to move up from zero earnings
to $7,000 earnings immediately because you would expect
them to work their way up this ladder.

But here on page 19 of the material prepared by our
staff to help guide us in studying this bill, it shows
what happens to a family of four headed by a woman, with
a mother trying to help provide for those three children,
in terms of how much she makes for each dollar as she
moves from unemployment with no income to full-time work
at the minimum wage, and that is something we can easily
picture, I would think.

In New York City under present law we are told by our
staff's calculation, that puts all of these items in,
including the medicare and medicaid--medicaid, anyway--if
she makes a dollar-she is 60 cents better off.

Then we are told under H.R. 16311, the way it came to
us, if she makes a dollar she is 44 cents better off, and
that by the revised program that you have got here, if she
makes a dollar she is 30 cents better off.

So each one gets worse, and the same thing is reflected
for Phoenix, Ariz.; Wilmington, Del., except it gets even
worse there. She starts out keeping 71 cents and winds up
keeping 23 cents.

Chicago, Ill., she starts out keeping 54 cents, and winds
up under this revision keeping 27 cents.

Now, at such time as we report this bill, I hope it will
move just the other way around, so that the more she does
the better her situation is.

Secretary Richardson. As I said a moment ago, Mr. Chairman,
the question is how the committee feels about the importance

of stronger work incentives at the lower levels of income
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versus the desirability of the elimination of disincentives
at higher levels, and I would call your attention again, as
I did yesterday, to the last sentence in the text opposite
this chart which says:

"These proposed changes in other types of welfare

programs"--and that, of course, is what the Administration
revision refers to, changes in other programs--"are

designed to eliminate strong work disincentives at
higher earnings levels but they do so at the expense of
reducing work incentives sharply at lower earnings levels."

That is what this chart illustrates. You cannot have it
both ways. You cannot both eliminate the notches and maintain
the steepness of the earnings incentives at lower levels,
except, as I have pointed out earlier, at very great cost.
You move the break-even point up, and thus very much increase
the numbers of families who would be covered. [Family Assistance
Act of 1970, Committee on Finance, Hearings, 91st Congress,
Part 2, pp. 535-536.]

And a little bit later in the hearings, Senator Bennett reiterated

the point as to the difficulty of instituting a meaningful work

incentive on top of existing welfare payments levels:

Senator Bennett. Mr. Chairman, I have been silent for a
while. It seems to me all of this is a function of the fact
that you start all of these people out with $3,500. If you
are going to say that every dollar that they earn above that
they should keep 50 percent of it, you have to go up to
about $9,000 before you begin to break even on the thing
and, as the Secretary has said, you are talking money.

Now, it is a question, maybe we have got to go up there in

order to.get the incentive, but it becomes a philosophical
question as to how much we can afford to pay of.the taxpayers'
money to solve this problem, the psychological problem, of
persuading people to leave welfare and go to work.
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The Chairman is exactly right. If by some magic wand,
some magic means, ~we could reduce the base for which they
get money now for earning nothing, then the line would rise
ve'-' sharply and the incentives would rice.

This level of $3,750 of actual money income in New York
has been going for nearly 40 years of a welfare program, and
it has carried a psychological point of view with it.
Now we are trying to break that barrier, and it is not

going to be either easy or cheap and, as the 'Secretary said,
they have tried to find some kind of balance. But if you
want to start on the basis, and it is a defendable basis,
that the person should be allowed to keep no less than 50
percent of earned income, then you are still going to be
paying welfare benefits to people who are earning in New

York I guess between, $9,000 and $10,000, and it is a mathe-
matical problem fundamentally. _

As long as you are going to leave the base that high
then you have got to take the mathematics that go with it
or else you have got to try to figure out some other way
to persuade people they are better off working, some other

incentive than the actual dollar incentive, and I do not

think you can get around it. [Senate Hearings, p. 540]

Status of the Administration Recommendations for Changes in Other Programs

None of the changes which the Administration said on June 11, 1970

that it intended to make in programs other than public assistance in

order to eliminate "notches" have yet been put into effect. The pro-

posed substitution of a medical insurance system for the present medicaid

program was presented on the basis that- the full details would be developed

by February 15, 1971 and submitted to Congress for necessary legislative

action. The changes in the Housing Act were incorporated in an Administra-

tion bill already before the Congress. This bill was passed by the Senate

on September 23, 1970 but a uniform national rental policy based on graduated

rents related to family income was not included in the bill. The Senate
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Committee on Banking and Currency in eliminating this provision stated:

The committee rejected the Administration proposal and is recom-

mending that existing rent schedules of local housing authorities

be continued with the only.limitation that no tenant be charged

more than 25 percent of his income for rent. The Committee did not

feel that it had sufficient information to make a change in existing

rent schedules and postponed until next year development of a stand-

ard national formula. It is hoped that by that time the Secretary

will develop more experience and will be able to provide the Com-

mittee with a recommendation on a standard formula which, consistent

with existing subsidy concepts, will place all projects on an equit-

able basis as to rental income, will treat all tenants fairly, and

will create the least impact upon low income families living in public

housing. A report to this effect from the Secretary to the Committee

is requested by April 1, 1971.

The changes in the food stamp schedule, which the Administration

stated could be accomplished by administrative action without further

legislation, have not yet been effected or announced. On January 11,

1971, legislation was signed by the President which extended the program

which would have expired that month. The new legislation authorizes free

food stamps for households with incomes of less than the equivalent of

$30 a month for a family of four. Other households would pay a reasonable

investment, not exceeding 30 percent of income. The income eligibility

standards under the new legislation have not yet been promulgated by the

Secretary of Agriculture. The legislation also provides that the commodity

distribution program may be operated in areas where the food stamp program is

in effect during temporary emergency situations, for the period of time

necessary to effect an orderly transition from the commodity distribution to

the food stamp program, and at the State agency's request, provided that no

State plan will allow one household to participate in both programs at the

same time.
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Summary of Policy Issues

The ramifications of monetary work incentives for welfare recipients

are not widely understood. Like motherhood, the concept of a cash

incentive to work is widely applauded, but under closer examination it

is apparent that there may be competing social and economic considerations

involved, especially in the context of an existing system whose suscep-

tibility to basic restructuring is not as simple as may first appear.

Contrary to a considerable segment of public opinion and commentary on

the welfare system, there is a substantial work incentive in the present

AFDC program. In fact, the Governors and welfare administrators of a

number of States have stated that in some instances it is too liberal,

as has the present Administration in justifying its FAP disregard.

This liberality--which is not only the earnings disregard itself, but

the State benefit level upon which it is imposed--poses a major dileMma

in designing a work incentive.I'

As Senator Bennett succinctly pointed out in the Finance Committee

hearings previously quoted if you assume the relatively high current

benefit levels in some States you cannot argue with the mathematics of

1/ It should be pointed out that some of the examples of high earnings
with continued eligibility for welfare are due to high State allow-
ances for work expenses. See Senator Curtis' examples in Nebraska
which are included in the Congressional Record during FAP debate.
Cong. Rec., pp. S20945-6, December 21, 1970.
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the work incentive and "you are-talking money." What this means is that

so far as families eligible for payments under existing programs are

concerned, unless considerably more money is allocated for the FAP program,

work incentives in monetary terms will be about the same as under existing

law. Moreover, if you try to eliminate the "notches" caused by the

application of social welfare flat benefit programs by "smoothing" out their

benefit schedules, as was done by the Administration's June revision of

FAP, the work incentive for all FAP recipients with lower earnings will be

substantially reduced. Secretary Richardson pointed out that if you stay

within the Administration's budget restraints such. a shifting of incentive

was the only possible alternative.

Likewise, for budget reasons, the Administration does not believe that

it can cover the working poor under the State supplementary payments program

at this time. There remains, then, the problem of the financial incentive

of male workers with families to reduce work activity in order to qualify

for State supplementary payments in addition to the basic FAP payment. The

Administration would point out, however, that FAP could be regarded as

preferable to existing law in this regard because it at least provides a basic

Federal payment for the working poor. Moreover, the Administration would

argue that present law, with its lack of coverage of the working poor which offers

monetary incentive for the husband working at a low wage to desert the family so
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that it may qualify for higher AFDC payments, constitutes an even greater

problem. Unfortunately, there is no research or data which would shed

light in any definitive way on how incentives in a welfare program affect

either of these problems.

One aspect of the Administration's attempt to. institute a uniform

treatment of earnings throughout the United States under its new program

has varied with each revision of FAP. The issue of whether the current

de facto earnings disregards in States which do not pay their full standard

of need will be'carried over into the new program remains a major question

for the Administration. The differences in the approach of State programs

underline the conflicting views which exist at all levels of government as

to the relative priorities of payment adequacy as opposed to a strong work

incentive.

Finally, it should be noted that dealing with the work incentive

problems of welfare recipients in a unified way presents practical

problems of a jurisdictional nature both in the executive branch and the

Congress. The Administration seems willing to accept the combination

of benefits under FAP and food stamps in one cash payment. However, if

the FAP legislation substantially changes the food stamp program, which has

just been amended and extended by the Congress, presumably the legislation

would have to clear Ways and Means and Finance and the Agriculture Committees

of both bodies. The Administration, in transmitting its June revision,
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stated that it would submit a reorganization plan at the beginning of

the next Congress to transfer the food stamp program from the Department

of Agriculture to HEW. How this may be affected by the President's

larger reorganization plans outlined in the State of the Union Message

remains to be seen. As to public housing, this program is administered

by the Department of Housing and Urban Development and legislative

authority comes through the Committees of Banking and Currency.
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Appendix A(1) - Breakeven points/ for a family of four for the basic Federal
payment and the State supplementary program under the House-passed FAP bill,
91st Congress and H.R. 1, 92nd Congress

State Break-even Earnings Levels for
Four-Person Families2l

FAP3/ State Supplement3

Alabama $3,920 $4,703 4/
Alaska "t7,898
Arizona " 5,243
Arkansas 4,013 4/
California 6,173

Colorado " 4,223
Connecticut 5,753
Delaware 4,783
Dist. of Columbia 4,193
Florida 4,598

Georgia 4,373 1
Hawaii " 5,138
Idaho " 4,681
f11inia " .5,198
Indiana 5,828

Iowa " 4,898
Kansas 4,808
antucky " 4,088

Louisiana 4,313 4/
Maine " 6,488
Maryland 4,193

Massachusetts 5,468
Michigan 5,168
Minnesota 5,588
Mississippi " 4,733 1/
Missouri " 6,128 4/

Montana 4,298

Nebraska 6,203
Nevada " 4,508

New Hampshire " 4,883

New Jersey 6,458
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Break-Even Earnings Leve a for
Four-Person Fa iliea2

State FAP State Supplement

New Mexico $3,920 $4,298
New York " 5,948
North Carolina " 4,253
North Dakota " 5,168
Ohio " 4,148

Oklahoma "f4,028
Oregon " 4,613
Pennsylvania " 5,768
Rhode Island " 5.078
South Carolina to4,223/

South Dakota " 5,624
Tennessee "o4,508
Texas "f1,776
Utah it4,163
Vermont 5,573

Virgina " 4,823
Washington "f6,068
West Virginia " 1,056
Wisconsin " 4,223
Wyoming "t5,231

Guam " 5,108
Puerto Rico " 3,233/

Virgin IslandsI840

1 Do not include any allowance for day care.
2/ Based on need standards and payment levels as of July 1970. The

standards used are consistent across States with respect to family
characteristics and other payment variables; therefore they may
differ slightly for some States from the standards published in
SRS/NCSS Report No. D-2.

3/ Break-even points were computed as specified by H.R. 1.
4/ State payment level for these States does not exceed the FAP pay-

ment until earnings reach the following levels: Alabama $3,068;
Arkansas $1,640; Georgia $728; Louisiana $2,917; Mississippi $3,269;
Missouri $800; South Carolina $2,998; Tennessee $824; and Puerto
Rico $2,080.
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Appendix A(2) - Brek-even points and. work expense
family of four under the AFDC program

Annualized
Level to Estimated Annual Range

Which Income of Expenses Attribut-
is Applied able to Earnings

allowances/ for a

Break-even Point with
Disregard of First

$30 & 1/3 of the Remainder
of Gross Earned Income

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

D.C.

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

$ 5148

8208

2/

2/

$ 2760

4800

3192

2256

3936

2820

3960

3444

2928

2676

2496

3156

2892

3384

3660

2916

2928

2244

2488

4188

$ 432

432

720

432

696

420

360

480

600

360

300

480

360

480

480

480

480

480

- 576

- 576

480

240

- 900

- 600

840

- 600

- 600

- 600

- 720

- 600

- 480

- 720

- 480

- 600

- 720

- 720

- 720

- 720

7444

5238

7344

6156

5292

5094

5004

5634

5148

6156

6390

5454

5472

4446

4752

7362.

5364

- 8424

5868

4104

- 7614

- 5490

- 7560

- 6426

- 5652

- 5274

- 5184

- 5.994

- 5418

- 6516

- 6570

- 5634

- 5832

- 4806

- 5112

- 7722
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Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

Nebraska

Nevada

New Hampshire

New

New

New

Jersey

Mexico

York

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

Annualized
Level to

Which Income
is Applied

$ 2352

3768

3156

3588

2784

3900

2736

3960

3804

3528

4164

2436

4032

1920

3408

2400

2220

2688

3756

3156

Estimated Annual Range
of Expenses Attribut-

able to Earnings

$ 600 - 720

720 - 840

720

600

600

360

480

480

720

600

720

420

720-

360

480

480

480

480

720

720

- 960

- 720

- 720

- 720

- 720

- 720

- 960

- 720

- 960

- 720

- 900

- 720

- 720

720

- 720

720

- 960

- 960

Break-even Point with
Disregard of First

$30 & 1/3 of the Remainder
of Gross Earned Income

$ 4788 - 4968

7092 - 7272

6174

6642

5436

6750

5184

7020

7176

6552

7686

4644

7488

3780

6192

4680

4410

5112

7074

6174

- 6534

- 6822

- 5616

- 7290

- 55t44

- 7380

- 7506

- 6732

- 8046

- 5094

- 7758

- 4320

- 6552

- 5040

- 4770

- 5472

- 7435

- 6534
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South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming

Annualized
Level to

Which Income
is Applied

$ 2376

3600

2604

2148

2544

3732

3132

3852

3180

2604

2724

Estimated. Annual Range
of Expenses Attribut-

able to Earnings

$ 480 - 720

480 - 720

240 - 600

3362/

480 - 720

4802/

360 - 720

420 - 720

360 - 720

480 - 720

240 - 480

Break-even Point with
Disregard of First

$30 & 1/3 of the Remainder
of Gross Earned Income

$ 4644 - 5004

6480 - 7040

4626 - 5166

4086

4896 - 5256

6678

5598 - 6138

6768 - 7218

5670 - 6210

4986 - 5346

4806 - 5166

1/ Does not include an allowance for day care.
2/ Agency regulations provide one amount for all situations.

_
-__
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APPENDIX B (1)

Comparison of AFDC Standards for a Family of Four in January 1967 and
October 1970 in Amount and Percentage Increase, Standards Given.in

Hourly Earnings Equivalent (40 Hour Week)

Jan. 1967 Oct. 1970
Monthly Hourly Monthly- Hourly % Increase

State in standard

Alabama $177.00 $1.03 $230 $1.33 29.9
Alaska 255.47 1.48 400 2.31 56.6
Arizona 232.00 1.34 266 1.54 14.7
Arkansas 174.00 1.01 255 1.47 46.6
California 220.20 1.27 432 2.50 96.3
Colorado 216.00 1.25 235 1.36 8.8
Connecticut 257.00 1.49 330 1.91 28.4
Delaware 236.00 1.36 287 1.66 21.6
District of

Columbia. 182.00 1.05 281 1.62 57.7
Florida 196 1.13 223 1.29 13.8
Georgia 187.60 1.08 208 1.20 10.9
Hawaii 219.75 1.27 263 1.52 19.7
Idaho 211.60 1.22 272 1.57 28.5
Illinois 181.12 1.05 282 1.63 55.7
Indiana 271.40 1.57 355 2.05 30.8
Iowa 192.00 1.11 300 1.73 56.3
Kansas 234.00 1.35 282 1.63 20.5
Kentucky 190.00 1.10 264 1.53 38.9
Louisianna 161.75 .94 213 1.23 31.7
Maine 254.00 1.47 349 2.02 37.4
Maryland 171.50 .99 302 1.75 76.1
Massachusetts 250.00 1.45 314 1.82 25.6
Michigan 233.00 1.35 263 1.52 17.9
Minnesota 215.00. 1.24 299 1.73 39.1
Mississippi 194.00 1.12 232 1.34 19.6
Missouri 225.46 1.30 325 1.88 44.1
Montana 219.00 1.27 250 1.45 14.2
Nebraska 276.50 1.60 330 1.91 19.3
Nevada 262.25 1.52 317 1.83 20.9
New Hampshire 204.00 1.18 294 1.70 44.1
New Jersey 280.00 1.62 347 2.01 23.9
New Mexico 193.00 1.12 203 1.17 5.2
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1967 1970 & Increase
Monthly Hourly Monthly Hourly in standard

State

New York $262.15 $1.52 $336 $1.94 2-8.2
North Carolina 147.75 .85 200 1.16 35.4
North Dakota 251.00 1.45 284 1.64 13.1
Ohio 232.00 1.34 258 1.49 11.2
Oklahoma 163.00 .94 218 1.26 33.7
Oregon 203.25 1.17 281 1.62 38.3
Pennsylvania 197.40 1.14 313 1.81 58.5
Puerto Rico 87.78 .51 132 -.76 50.4
Rhode Island 225.00 1.30 263 1.52 16.9
South Carolina 155.80 .90 198 1.14 27.1
South Dakota 248.00 1.43 300 1.73 21.0
Tennessee 198.00 1.14 217 1.25 9.6
Texas 163.95 .95 239 1.38 45.8
Utah 185.00 1.07 271 1.57 46.5
Vermont 209.50 1.21 327 1.74 56.1
Virgin Islands ---- --- ----

Virginia 195.00 1.13 279 1.61 43.1
Washington 209.35 1.21 321 1.86 53.3
West Virginia 226.30 1.31 265 1.53 16.9
Wisconsin 218.50 1.26 312 1.80 42.8
Wyoming 240.30 1.39 283 1.64 17.8
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Appendix B(2) - Wages necessary for WIN women graduates to get off welfare
rolls.

Question: Number of people who will get off welfare at $2.03 per hour, by
State.

Answer: $2.03 is the median hourly earnings rate for women graduates of the
WIN program, according to a six-State survey make in August 1969. States in-
cluded in the survey were: California, Colorado, Illinois, New York, Pennsyl-
vania and Washington.

There is wide variation among States in the amount of earned income
required to remove public assistance recipients from welfare rolls, with more
than two and one-half times as much income needed in Alaska as in North Carolina.
The State welfare standard for a family of four ranges from $150 per month in
North Carolina to $419 in Alaska. The hourly earnings equivalent of these
monthly standards are $0.87 and $2.42. However, the majority of the States
cluster in the bottom half of this range, with 34 States and the District of
Columbia having equivalents of less than $1.60 (the minimum hourly wage of
most general application). Another 13 States range from $1.60 to $2.00 with
only New Jersey, Maine and Alaska being above $2.00.

Because of the incentives built into the WIN program, earnings have
to be considerably in excess of an equivalent of the welfare payment in order
to remove a.family from welfare completely. The first $30 of earned income,,
plus one-third of the remainder of such income may not by law be used to offset
the financial assistance received from welfare. Thus an earned income of $330
is needed to offset a welfare payment of $200.

On this basis, $2.03 would be sufficient to remove a family of four
from the welfare rolls in the following States: North Carolina, Arkansas,
Ohio, Maryland, South Carolina, New Mexico, Louisiana, District of Columbia,
Georgia and Kentucky.

There are a total of 1,319,000 AFDC recipients in the States; however,
we do not have information concerning family size. A March 1969 special study
showed a typical AFDC family consisted of a mother and three children, so that
probably the majority of families in these 10 jurisdictions would consist of
four persons.
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NUMBER OF AFDC RECIPIENTS WHO WILL GET OFF WELFARE AT $2.03
OR LESS PER HOUR, BY STATE./

Number of
AFDC recipients

in State,
as of Apr. 30,

1970State

State welfare standards
Monthly Hourly
earnings equivalent

Hourly earnings
required to

remove public
assistance

recipients from
welfare rolls2 /

North Carolina.........
Arkansas...............
Ohio...................
Maryland...............
South Carolina.........
New Mexico.............
Louisiana..............
District of Columbia...
Georgia................
Kentucky..............

Total..............

1/
2/

132,000
48,700

281,000
139,000
58,600
54,600

216,000
43,700

214,000
132,000

$150
176
193
196
198
203
205
208
208
216

$0.87
1.02
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.17
1.18
1.20
1.20
1.24

$1.47
1.70
1.84
1.87
1.89
1.93
1.95
1.97
1.97
2.3

1, 319,600

Based on HEW data.
Hourly earnings levels required to remove persons from welfare with
consideration of WIN program incentives taken into account.

SOURCE: Family Assistance Act of 1970, Committee on Finance, Hearings 91st

Congress, Part 2, p. 854. Answer to a question by Senator Jack

Miller by Secretary of Labor, James D. Hodgson.

.
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APPENDIX C

Effect of Reduction of Work Activity in Certain States (excerpt from
Congressional Research Service multilith Cash Incentives to Work Under

Welfare Programs, May 20, 1970, pages 24 through 27.)

One notch situation of particular significance for werk incentives

under both present law and the proposed Family Assistance Plan occurs when

the father of a family increases his employment. from a part-time to a

full-time basis (or from none at all to a full-time basis). In 23 States,

families may receive payments under the AFDC program even if the father

is in the home and is not disabled provided that he is unemployed. The

distinction between employment and unemployment is on an hours-worked

basis without regard to the amount of earnings involved. Under current

regulations, States may consider a father unemployed if he is working less

than 35 hours per week and must consider him unemployed if he is working

less than 30 hours per week. Thus an additional hour worked may move an

individual from a status of unemployment to one of employment with a

consequent loss of cash public assistance (and also medical assistance)

far in excess of the additional earnings. Under the proposed Family

Assistance Plan, a similar situation would prevail. While all low-income

families would be eligible for the Federal payments, State supplemental

payments (and medical assistance under Medicaid) would be available to

families with a nondisabled father and mother present only if the father is
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unemployed. The effects of this particular notch are illustrated in the

table below. As in the other examples, work expenses are assumed to equal

10 percent of earnings. The marginal tax rate shown represents the loss

from benefit reduction, work expenses, and increase in food stamp price

as a percentage of the total increase in earnings over the $1500 which was

earned on a part-time basis. (Table on following page.)
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Effect of Full-Tim Eployment on Welfare
Benefits for a Family of Four Persons

Annual Earnin of Famil

South Carolina

Net earnings:

Cash benefits:

Food stamp bonus:

Total net income:

Marginal tax rate
on earnings over
$ 1500

Michigan

Net earnings:

Cash benefits:

Food s tamp beaus:

Total net income:

Marginal' tax rate
on earnings over
$ 1500

Connecticut

Net earnings:

Cash benefits:
Food stamp bonus:
Total net income:

Marginal tax rate
on earnings over
$ 1500

ParI-Time

$1500
AFDC FAP

$1350 $1350

0 1210

936 552

2286 3112

n/a

$1350

2546

312

4208

n/a

$1350
0

936
2286

n/a

$1350
2636

312

4298

n/a

$1350

3008
288

4646

Full-Time

$1600
AFDC

$1440

0

900

2340

FAP

$1440

1160

552

3152

46 o/e 60 0/0

$1440

0

900

2340

$1440

1160

552

3152

1968o/o 1246o/o

$1440

0
900
2740

$1440

1160
552

3152

3_000
AFDC FAP

$2700 $2700

0 460

552 408

3252 3568

36 o/o 69 0/0

$2700
0

552

3252

$2700

460

408

3568

164o/o 1550/o

$2700

0
552

3252

$2700
460
408

3568

n/a n/a 46 o/o 1594o/o 36 0/0 1680/0
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In the preceding table, there is no notch effect shown in South

Carolina. This is because South Carolina does not now provide AFDC

benefits for families with an unemployed father and because there would

be no State supplementation under the Family Assistance Plan there. In

Connecticut, there is no notch under the present AFDC program because

that State also does not pay families with unemployed fathers. Connec-

ticut's AFDC level, however, is such that supplemental benefits would

be required in addition to the Federal FAP payments, and unemployed -

father families would be eligible under H.R. 16331 for those supple-

mental payments even in States which do not include such families

under AFDC. Consequently, the move from a part-time job paying $ 1500

per year to a full-time job paying $ 1600 per year would reduce a

family's net income by $ 1494, which could be expressed as a tax of

1594 percent on the extra $ 100. Even if the full-time job paid $ 3000

or double the amount of the part-time job, the family in this example

would still lose money -- more than $ 1000 -- by taking the higher pay-

i ng job. In the Michigan example, notches of this sort exist under

both present law and the proposed changes since Michigan now has an

unemployed fathers program and also is a State which would be re -

quired to make supplemental payments under the Family Assistance Plan.
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APPENDIX D

Work Incentive Effect of Failure to Pay Full Need in Certain States
(excerpt from Congressional Research Service multilith 70-136 ED

pages 37-43)

In its simpest form, a cash welfare program maes assistance pay-

ments in an amount sufficient to bring the total family income (not

counting the amounts required to be disregarded) up to. som standard of

minimum adequacy (called a "standard of need") as determined by each

State for families of various sizes and compositions. Thus, if the

standard is $ 200 and income which may be counted is$ 75, the family

is said to have unmet need of. $ 125, and the welfare agency accordingly

makes a payment of $ 125 to the family. A number of States, however,

do not pay the full amount of unmet need as determined by the family's

countable income and the applicable standard of need. Sm State plans

provide for payment of a certain percentage of unmet need; other plans

place a dollar limit on the amount that may be paid to any one family.

In still other States payments are reduced according to a formula

which may involve both dollar maximums and percentage reductions.

These maximum provisions make the effect of other income more

complex as is illustrated by the following examples which show the

results of $ 100 of countable income under three hypothetical plans

each of which pays $ 200 to a family with no other income. Countable

income is the income remaining after the application of disregard pro-

visions.
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State pays full
amount of unmet

need

$ 200

State pays 50
percent of
unmet need

$ 400

C'ist' r ay
unmet need t.
limit of 200

$ 300

Countable income

Unmet need

Actual payment

0

200

200

0

400

200
(50 percent
'f $ 400)

S 100 of countable income

Standard

Countable income

Unmet need

Actual payment

100

100

400

100

300

150

(50 percent
of $ 300)

Standard

0

300

(naximuwo

100

200

200

(maximuI)

No Countable Income,
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The preceding examples show that in States with maximum provisions,

there may be, in effect, an additional disrega d of income over and above

those which are specifically provided in the Social Security Act. Thus,

in the State which pays 50 percent of need, the $ 100 of income which

remains after the application of the statutory disregards causes only a

$ 50 reduction in the welfare payment. In the State which has a $ 200

maximum and a standard of $ 300, the $ 100 of countable income causes no

reduction at all.

H.R. 1 6 311 requires a State to provide supplemental benefits in

accord with their standards of need in effect in January 1970 (except

that States with standards above the poverty level as defined in the

hill may reduce them to that level). The bill also, however, permits

States tc continue any present limitations on the amount of payments

under their standards. The way in which this will be accomplished is

not specified in H.R. 16311, but is left to regulations to be issued by

the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. The general objective

of this provision appears to be the assurance that no one will receive

less in total State and Federal welfare payments under the Family As-

sisPance Plan than t hey would have received under the State AFDC pro-

%-g ex'ept, possibly, for any reductions resulting from the elimination
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of the amount of work expenses as a separate item to be disregarded.

As a result of this carry over of State maximum provisions, the

actual work.incentive provisions of the Family Assistance Plan as des-

cribed in this report may be considerably modified in many States be-

cause of the additional disregard provided by the way in which the

maximums operate. Another effect could be to require some State sup-

plementation in all or nearly all States including those which now pro-

vide smaller payments for.families with no income than would be pro-

vided under the Federal part of the Family Assistance Plan. In South

Carolina, for example, a family of four with no income may receive an

AFDC payment of $ 1140, which is based on a formula providing payments

equal to 48 percent of unmet need with a needs standard of $ 2376.

Such a family would receive $ 1600 under the Federal part of the Family

Assistance Plan, and there would thus be no State supplementation re-

quired. If such a family, however, increased its earnings from zero

to $ 3920, it would under the present AFDC program still be eligible

for a small cash welfare payment ($ 190 assuming 10 percent work ex-

pences and applying the earnings disregard provisions of present law

or $ 117 ignoring work expenses but applying the earnings disregard

provisions of H.R. 16311). Thus, it appears that some State supple-

mentation would be required since with earnings of $ 3920 the family



would receive so Federal Family Assistance Plan payments.

Another possible effect of the retention of State maximum limita-

tions under the Family Assistance Plan would be that in some States the

amount of the State supplemental benefit would increase as a family's

earnings rose. This would occur where the combined effect of the sta-

tutory disregard provisions and the additional disregard as a result

of the State limitations produced a lesser rate of reduction in the

total welfare pyment than the rate of reduction applicable to the

Federal part of that payment. For exple, the State of Arizona limits

the welfare payments for a family of four persons to 69 percent of the

difference between its countable income and the State needs standard

of $ 3072 per year. This means that a family of four with no income

receives a welfare payment of $ 2120 which, under the Family Assistance

Plan, would involve a Federal benefit of $ 1600 and a State supplemental

benefit of $ 520. If the family had earned income of $ 2000, the total

welfare payment would be $ 1531 of which $ 960 would be Federal and

$ 571 would be paid by the State. If the earnings were $ 3000, the

total welfare payment would be $ 1072 with $ 460 being paid under the

Federal program and $ 612 being paid by the State. State supplemental

benefits would be financed 70.percent with State funds and 30 percent

with Federal funds. (This example assumes the application of the $ 60

and 1/3 earnings disregard provided in H.R. 16311 in place of the $ 30

and 1/3 plus work expenses which is provided in present law. Using the

present AFDC provisions, the increase in State costs would be even

steeper.)
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APPENDIX E

Part I

Welfare Reduction or Cutoff in 22 States
under Administration Revision: Part. One
11 States now seta maximum payment limitation

Welfare payment to family oF4
with countable income of-

$1,000 $2,000 L3,000
' Alaska: H.R.16311 t2220 *2,220 $2,220

Admin. revision 1,220 220 0
Arkansas: H.R.16311 1,140 256

Admin. revision 600 o
California: H.R. 16311 2,652 1936 936

Admin.revision 1,652 652 0

Delawvre: H.R.16311 1.844 844 444
Admin.revision 1,172 172 0

Georgia: H.R.16311 1,496 496
Admin.revision 600 0

Indiana: H.R.16311 1,800 1,660 660
Admin. revision 800 0 0

Maine: H.R.16311 2,016 2,016 1,188
Admin. revision 1,016 16 0

Missouri: H.R.16311 1,560 1,560 900
Admin. revision 600 0 0

Nebraska: H.R. 16311 2,400 1,960 960
Admin. revision 1,400 400 0

Tennessee: H. R. 16311 1,548 604
Admin. revision 600 0

Wyoming: H.R.16311 2,216 1,216 216
Admin.revision 1,724 724 0

SOURCE: Family Assistance Act of 1970, Committee on Finance Hearings91st Congress, Part 2, pp. 1084-1085
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WELFARE REDUCTION OR CUTOFF IN 22 STATES
UNDER ADMINISTRATION REVISION -- PART ONE

Under the present AFDC program, 11 States place a
dollar maximum on AFDC payments which is lower than the State
needs standard. In Maine, for example, there is an annual needs
standard for a family of four of $4188 and a maximum payment
of $2016. A family of four with $1000 of countable income will
have an unmet need of $3188, but the payment will remain at the
maximum of $2016. H. R. 16311 would require States to pro-
vide supplementation at a level which would, in general, assure
each family a total cash assistance payment (FAP plus State sup-
plemental) equal to its former AFDC entitlement. The Adminis-
tration revision, however, would require only that States pay
families the difference between countable income and the present
State maximum. In Maine, therefore, a family of four with zero
income would receive $2016 under AFDC, H. R. 16311, or the
Administration revision. With $1000 of countable income, how-
ever, this $2016 would be reduced to $1016 under the Adminis-
tration revision while under present law or H. R. 16311 it would
remain at $2016.

This chart shows that in each of the eleven States with
dollar maximum provisions, female-headed families of four with
countable income of one, two or three thousand dollars would re-
ceive substantially less in total cash assistance under the Adminis-
tration revision than under H. R. 16311 (or under AFDC). In
some cases, such families would be removed from the welfare
rolls altogether. Thus, in California, a family of four with
countable income of $3000 would get $936 under H. R. 16311 or
under present law, but would be cut off cash assistance under
the Administration revision.
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APPENDIX E

Part II

Welfare Reduction or Cutoff in 22 States
under Administrtion Revicion: Part Two
11 States now pay a portion of unmet need

Alabama: H.R.16311
AdminA.revision

Arizona: H.R.16311
AdmirL rev son

Florida: H.R. 16311
Admin.revision

Kentucky:H.R.16311
Atm~e' ison

Louisiana:H.R.16311
Admin wrevIsi

Mi$sisippi:oH.R.16311

Nevada:H.R.16311
Admin. revision

New Mexico. H.R.1631!.

Admn. revision

North Crolina: H.R.16311
Admin. revision

South Carolina:H.R. 16311
Admin. revision

South Dakota: H.R. 16311
Admin. revision

Welfare payment tofamily of 4
with countable income of--

41000 0QQi0 Z400
x616 $266 $126
600 0 O

1,512 822 547
1,208. 208 0a
1,006 406 166
608 0 0

1,097 232
956 0
738 228 25
600 0 0

600 235 115
600 0 0

1,521 1,321 1,241
716 0 0

1,292 392 32
1,196 196 O
1,120 320
920 0
716 196
600 0

2,367 1,417 1,037
2,312 1,312 912

SOURCE: Family Assistance Act of 1970, Committee on Finance, Hearings,
91st Congress, Part 2, pp. 1086-1087.
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' WELFARE REDUCTION OR CUTOFF IN 22.STATES
S.-UNDER ADMINISTRATION REVISION: PART TWO

Under the present AFDC program, there are 11 States
which make cash assistance payments equal to a percentage of
the family's unmet need (the State standard less countable income).
In Arizona, for example, a family of four with no countable in-
come receives welfare totaling $2208 in a year (69 percent of the
standard of $3192). A family of 4 with $1000 -of countable income
will receive welfare payments totaling $1512.: H. R. 16311 would
continue this method of computing a family's total welfare pay-
ment. The Administration revision, however, would result in
the Secretary setting a required "payment level" based on what
-is now paid by the State to families with no income. This "pay-
ment level" would be reduced dollar-for-dollar for any countable
income, with the result that families with earnings or other income
in States which now meet less than 100 percent of need would have
their welfare payments reduced or terminated. In Louisiana, a
family of four with $1000 of countable income would receive cash
assistance of $738 under present law and H. R. 16311, but only
$600 under the Administration revision. With countable income
of $2000, this family would be entirely removed from the assis-

-tance rolls under the Administration revision, while under present
law and H. R. 16311, it would be entitled to welfare payments of
$228. In Louisiana as in most States on the chart, termination

of cash assistance means termination of eligibility for medicaid
benefits.
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APPENDIX F

Diminished Incentive for Low-Income
Work Under Administration Revision
For family of 4 headed by a woman,.
the net value of each dollar if she.
moves from unemployment with no
income to full-time work at the
minimum wage

Present HR. Administration
.Law 16311 Revision

Phoenix,
Ariz.

Wi mington,
Del.

Chicago,

New York,
N.Y.

620

710

544

60

60

670

38

44

28c

23o

27

30

(Note: value of public housing excluded)

SOURCE: Family. Assistance Act of 1970, Committee on
91st Congress, Part 2, pp. 1090-1091

Finance, Hearings,

I
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DIMINISHED INCENTIVE FOR LOW-INCOME WORK
UNDER ADMINISTRATION REVISION

This chart shd\vs the monetary incentives under a
combination of welfare programs for a female-headed family
of four persons to seek full-time employment with earnings of
$3000 annually, about the minimum wage. Under the Adminis-
tration revision, after .taking into account social security taxes
and reductions in medical, food stamp, and cash assistance
benefits, such a family in Phoenix, Arizona would have as net
value twenty-eight cents out of every dollar earned. This
compares with a net value of sixty cents out of every dollar
of earnings which the same family would have under H. R.
16311 and sixty-two cents under present law. In each of the
other cities shown, the pattern is similar. Monetary incen-
tives at the minimum wage level for female-headed families
of four are lower under the revised Administration proposals
than under H. R. 16311, which in turn is lower than under
present law.

The decrease in incentives under the revised Ad-
ministration proposals results partly from a change in how
the mandatory State supplement is figured (in Delaware and
Arizona) and partly from the proposed revision of the food
stamp program, the proposed replacement of commodity dis-
tribution programs with the food stamp program, and the pro-
posed replacement of the medicaid program with a medical
insurance program. These proposed changes in other types
of welfare programs are designed to eliminate strong work
disincentives at higher earnings levels but they do so at the
expense of reducing work incentives sharply at lower earnings
levels.
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Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Statement on Comments by

Senate Finance Committee Staff on Revised H.R.- 16311

Work Incentives

Chart 5 contained in the staff analysis points out that the .
bill as revised in June and October would reduce the recipient's
net dollar gain from.-inc'reased work compared to current law or
H.R. 16311. The analysis does not point out, however, that-this
reduction would apply only to a minority of recipients who would
receive combined Family Assistance, State supplement, food and
medical benefits and who move from unemployment to full-time
work at the minimum wage. The analysis also fails to mention
that under current law there are intervals of earnings in the
range above $3,000 where there are actual reductions in total
income (including program benefits) as earnings increase.
Family Assistance eliminates almost all of these work disin-
centive notches.

As the Administration has noted in testimony and on pages B23
and B24 of the October Committee Print, the. problem of benefit.
reduction rates is inherent in all programs based on need if
sudden notches--abrupt termination of benefits as income rises--
are to be avoided. Either 100 percent of benefits are lost at
some arbitrary income ceiling--as is now the case with many
persons participating in food and medical programs--or benefits
must be scaled to decline with income. However, if the benefits
are scaled back too slowly as income rises, substantial benefits
may be paid to persons at relatively high income levels. This

is now the case under AFDC, where, because of very generous in-
come disregards, families with annual gross earned income as
high as $7000 to $9000 (or higher) may be receiving assistance
and food and medical benefits.

Payments to families at these income levels are clearly
inefficient in terms of achieving the maximum poverty effec-
tiveness for Federal, State and local dollars. That this is
a concern of State and local governments and the public has
been reflected by the considerable press attention given to
cases of high income persons being eligible for and receiving
welfare.

Family Assistance removes all the notches 
in the cash assistance

-rograms and provides a consistent incentive to earn more. And

host families generally regard the prospect 
of higher cash in-

come more positively than the loss of in-kind 
benefits. The

Administration's proposals would also remove 
the most severe

notches associated with the in-kind benefit programs. They

would do so by the only means possible--scaling 
benefits to

income--which inevitably results in lower retention of earnings

(higher "marginal tax rates") as wages increase. That is a

choice which simply cannot be avoided.
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